Give Your Belongings
the Home They Deserve

Our Prisma Trio sliding doors form exclusive curtains
embracing the scene where elfa® décor sets the stage
for treasured belongings. It is function in perfect
casting with fashion.
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Your home
is your castle
Luxury today is often a matter of peace
of mind in a beautiful setting. Now, with
elfa® this experience is closer at hand
than you think.
elfa® décor is our exclusive shelving
range. Refined wood elements meet
intelligent functionality, enabling stylish
and efficient storage of all the items a
home embraces.
It is time to reclaim your castle.
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This could be
your wardrobe
Invigorate your storage areas with the clever
elfa® system that helps you give a designated place
for all your possessions. Your garments will be easy
to find and retrieve, and you will revel in the feeling
of quality and durability.
In an afternoon, you can create your own peaceful
and exclusive dressing room.

Our gliding pant rack in white décor allows you to store your pants
with style and function.
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When simplifying the task of organising, it is
easy to keep control of garments and gadgets.
Having an organised space enables you to fully
enjoy your belongings and be more creative how
to bring them to use.
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Flexibility for
the changes in life
The elfa® module-based shelving system can easily
be assembled and mounted on the wall. Its clever
snap-in design allows you to change the storage
layout whenever the situation calls for a change.
Such as the arrival of a new season.
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Furnish your storage space to correlate with the rest of
your home. The sleek design of elfa® décor in white gives
a fresh and crisp impression.
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When everything
is made to fit together
The intelligent elfa® system is designed to make all
parts complement each other, enhancing the overall
functionality and experience. Accordingly the versatile shelves work in conjunction with the traditional
elfa® wire shelves. Perhaps it is time for your existing
elfa® closet to get a more refined look?
And the good news is that installation involves
minimal levelling and drilling.
Do not work harder - do it smarter.
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When placing the elfa® shelves side by side they share
only one bracket. All the wooden fascia and gliding frame
elements in the elfa® décor range are made of solid wood.
elfa® décor is function and elegance in one.
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Your easiest
treasure hunt ever
The elfa® décor concept is building on the same simple principles
as classic elfa® shelving. The modular system allows you to create
a storage solution that is built exactly according to your needs.
Cherished possessions, reflecting your history and future, deserve
a home of their own.
Empower your castle with smart and functional storage accessories
that help transform chaotic clutter into peaceful order. And enjoy
those luxurious moments. Every day.
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elfa® mesh drawers and frames in walnut stained
birch are easy to assemble due to the practical
snap function.

elfa® décor shelf possess exceptional strength
despite its light weight.

The bracket hook rack has a clever construction
that makes it easy to assemble to existing 42 cm
shelf brackets.

The accessory tray gives your charms a safe home
located right where you need them.

Where there is order and tranquillity, creativity can flow freely. With
the elfa® décor storage system you will experience the pleasure of
rediscovering your belongings over and over again.
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